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ABSTRACT 
The present study attempts to investigate the linear and non-linear relationships between 
accounting variables and stock return in TSE during the years 2007-2011. Studied 
accounting variables include operating and net profits and cash flows from operating 
whose relationship with stock return regarding being linear or non-linear has been 
investigated. In line with the obejectives of the present study, some 77 companies listed on 
TSE were randomly selected. The findings showed that both linear and non-linear 
relationships exist between accounting variables and stock return, however, compared to 
linear relationships, non-linear relationships are more significant. Therefore, it can be 
concluded that analysts and users of financial information apply other variables to the 
process of economic decision-making. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Progress in economic transactions creates an urgent need for accurate information from accounting systems 

and novelty in accounting methods. Accounting information is measured based on its predictability potential, 

that is, the more predictive and explanatory the information, the more useful it is in economic decision-making 

(information approach).  

 A tool to be utilized in accounting in order to fulfill users’ information needs is financial statements. 

Consisting of essential statements and notes, financial statements form the central core of financial reporting in 

any trading center. Besides, their users rely on different pieces of information as far as financial decision making 

is concerned. They try to reach the best possible decisions relying on such information which are indicative of 

their logic in decision-making. Therefore, it is believed that with a growing increase in the quality of financial 

reporting and applied standards, there will be a decreased information risk and more efficient decision making.  

 

Research hypothesis: 

 The present study attempts to determine and compare linear and non-linear relationships between concerned 

dependent and independent variables. This, in turn, will determine if linear relationships between these variables 

are more significant than non-linear relationships or vice versa. Accordingly, 4 hypotheses have been 

formulated: 

Hypothesis 1) a linear relationship exists between changes in operating and net profits and cash flows from 

operating and changing in annual stock return. 

Hypothesis 2) a non-linear relationship exists between changes in operating and net profits and cash flows from 

operating and changes in annual stock return. 

Hypothesis 3) the linear relationship between the variables is more significant than the non-linear one. 

Hypothesis 4) the non-linear relationship between the variables is more significant than the linear one. 
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Review of the Literature: 

 Countless studies have been conducted to determine if accounting, in practice, is an important information 

source. The first case of such studies was carried out by Ball and Brown in 1968. In their study, Ball and Brown 

investigated the relationship between annual earnings and stock prices. The findings showed that there is a 

relationship between changes in annual earnings and changes in stock prices, and therefore, it can be concluded 

that accounting and accounting-based information are highly significant in economic decision-making. 

 In a study in 1989, Board and Day investigated the role of accounting return and cash flows from operating 

in explaining stock return. Accordingly, they explored the information content of cash flows to determine which 

of the two variables of accounting return and cash flows from operating explains stock returns more properly. 

Board and Day concluded that accounting return is more significant than operating cash flows. They claim that 

traditional historical accounting return is the standard in this regard. 

 In a study in 1992, Easton, Harris and Ohlson examined the relationship between accounting and stock 

return. Their study included the companies listed on New York Stock Exchange during the years 1968-1986. In 

their attempt to explore the relationship between accounting and stock returns, Easton, Harris and Ohlson 

formulated a hypothesis predicting that during longer intervals, there will be an increase in contemporaneous 

association of both variables. They hypothesized that during long intervals, there will be a decrease in 

measurement errors in (aggregate) earnings and exact company profits will be calculated. They used 1-10 year 

intervals, but it should not be left untold that only for the life span of a company is it probable to calculate 

accounting returns accurately. They also considered annual profits and intervals longer than 1-year quarterly 

earnings and, based on them , calculated retained earnings for the concerned interval. The independent variable 

in their study was EPS/P0, and the findings showed that the longer the interval over which earnings are 

aggregated, the higher the cross-sectional correlation between earnings and returns. Few studies have been 

undertaken on non-linear relationships between the variables. The findings of studies conducted by Moramor 

and Kosta in 1992 and Moramore and Pahor in 1998 show that a non-linear relationship exists despite what 

most researchers previously hypothesized about the existence of a linear relationship between stock return and 

financial variables. 

 In their study, which was conducted on Egyptian companies in 2004, entitled “ linear versus non-linear 

relationships between financial rations and stock return”, Omran and Ragab concluded that both a linear and 

non-linear relationship exist between financial rations and stock return. In another study in 2001, Mc Millan 

showed that a non-linear relationship exists between stock return and the variables which can be converted to 

simple linear models based on logarithmic models. Mc Millan’s study involved such variables as interest rate, 

profits, return rate of stock holders and asset return. 

 Countless studies on the relationship between accounting variables and stock prices or return have been 

undertaken in Iran which will be briefly discussed here. 

 

Methodology: 

 The present study is an applied research and a post event research based on its objectives and research 

methodology, respectively, and therefore, regression analysis will be applied. Data analysis was carried out 

using SPSS version 18. K-S test was applied to determine if the data seem normal or lognormal and the level of 

significance was considered lower than 0.05. Research variables included independent, dependent and control 

variables. Independent variables included net and operating profits and cash flows from operating. Also, linear 

regression formulas and non-linear quadratic formulas which were applied to test the hypotheses are as follow: 

bxy   

1 1 2 2y a b x b x    

 

Statistical population: 

 Based on the subject and applicability of the present study, the statistical population includes some 77 

companies listed on TSE which were selected through random sampling.  

 

Findings: 
Table 2:Investigating the Linear Relationship between independent Variables& Dependent Variable on a Yearly basis (collected data during 

the years 2007-2011) 

Depende
nt 

variable 

 

year 
 

Coefficient 
of 

determinati

on 
 

Adjusted 
coefficient 

of 

determinati
on 

F-test 
 

Level of 
Significa

nce 

 

Confidenc
e level 

 

Independen
t variable 

 

Regressio
n 

coefficie

nt 
 

t-test 
 

Level of 
significan

ce 

 

 

 

Changes 
in return 

200

7 

 

0.407 

 

0.387 

 

20.37

4 

 

0.000 

 

99% 

 

Changes in 

operating 

cash flows 

1.434 7.788 0.000 

Changes in 0.168 0.584 0.561 
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operating 

profits 

Changes in 
net profits 

0.241 0.711 0.479 

200

8 

0.450 0.432 

 

24.29

7 
 

0.000 

 

99% 

 

Changes in 

operating 
cash flows 

1.256 8.289

5 

0.000 

Changes in 

operating 

profits 

-0.37 -

0.211 

0.833 

Changes in 

net profits 

-0.188 -

0.491 

0.624 

200

9 

0.078 0.047 

 

2.504 

 

0.064 

 

93.574% 

 

Changes in 

operating 
cash flows 

0.000 0.485 0.629 

Changes in 

operating 
profits 

-0.001 -

1.774 

0.079 

Changes in 

net profits 

0.000 -

1.917 

0.058 

201
0 

 

0.049 
 

0.017 1.532 0.212 78.828% Changes in 
operating 

cash flows 

0.000 0.114 0.910 

Changes in 

operating 
profits 

-0.002 -

1.568 

0.120 

Changes in 

net profits 

0.000 1.649 0.103 

201

1 

 

0.038 

 

0.005 1.163 0.328 67.170% Changes in 

operating 

cash flows 

0.001 1.616 0.110 

Changes in 
operating 

profits 

0.002 0.850 0.397 

Changes in 
net profits 

-0.002 -
0.991 

0.324 

 

Quadratic and cubic regressions were applied to investigate non-linear relationships between independent variables and dependent variables. 

Table 3 shows the results.  
 

Table 3: Collected Data from Investigating non-linear Relationships between Research Variables 

Independent 

variable 

 

Dependent 

variable 

Regression 

type 

 

Coefficient of 

determination 

 

F-test 

 

Level of 

significance 

 

Coefficient of regression 

b1 
 

b2 
 

b3 
 

Chenages in 

return 
 

 

Changes 

in 
operating 

cash flows 

Linear 

 

0.010 

 

0.851 

 

0.359 

 

0.000 

 

 

 

 

 

Quadratic 0.028 1.210 0.304 0.001 -0.006  

 

 
 

 

Changes 

in 
operating 

profits 

Linear 0.021 1.811 0.182 -0.001   

Quadratic 0.041 1.755 0.179 0.000 0.015  

Changes 
in net 

profits 

Linear 0.001 0.111 0.740 0.000   

Quadratic 0.008 0.335 0.717 0.000 0.008  

 

 `Based on Table 3 and obtained coefficients of determination, it can be claimed that applying non-linear 

cubic regression to all the 3 variables is more efficient since this type of regression enjoys a higher predictability 

potential for the dependent variable. Therefore, it can be claimed that a non-linear relationship exists between 

the dependent variable and any of the independent variables. In other words, compared to the linear relationship, 

the non-linear relationship between the research variables proves to be more significant.  

 

Conclusion: 

 The findings of the present study show that both linear and non-linear relationships exist between the 

research variables and stock return with the linear relationship having less significance. Therefore, based on the 

findings which point to an insignificant relationship between accounting variables and stock return, it can be 

concluded that Iranian investors consider other factors in addition to the concerned variables in the process of 

decision-making, including economic, political, social and cultural factors. Factors affecting investors in their 

decision-making are countless and need to be extensively, qualitatively and quantitatively investigated. Despite 
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various previously conducted studies, understanding the behavior of stock return and investors’ decision-making 

model still remains vague.  

 

Suggestions for Further Research: 

 Based on the findings of the present study, the following suggestions can be made for further research: 

1) Because different political and economic factors affect various industries differently, it is strongly 

suggested that the present study or a similar one should be based on the type of the industry so that the effect of 

this factor is considered in the study. 

2) Because in inefficient markets including Iranian Stock Exchange, information becomes available during 

intervals, and therefore, it is highly recommended that in investigation of the relationship between different 

variables, the factor of intervals affecting the exchange of information should be considered. 

3) Because few studies have been previously conducted on non-linear relationships between variables, it is 

suggested that non-linear relationships between dependent and independent variables should be explored and 

juxtaposed against linear relationships through changing these variables.  
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